Advances in the design of special cryosurgical apparatus in China.
Advances in the design of special cryobiomedical apparatus and a review of the trend of developments in the field of cryosurgery in China are discussed. The typical structure of two special cryoprobes for treatment deep in the body and the technology of designing these probes are presented in detail. Some cases which are treated successfully with the above cryoprobes will also be discussed. The experimental aspects of heat transfer in frozen tissue and of the temperature profiles both of a human brain during surgery and of the cryoprobe are described. Other improvements in the field of cryosurgical devices, e.g., four main ways of attaching freezing tips to cryoprobes during surgery and an LN2 transfer tube with high dexterity are also presented. Finally, the development of commercial cryosurgical apparatus in China is also discussed.